The mechanisms controlling differentiation in adult cardiac precursor cells (CPCs) are still largely unknown. In this study, CPCs isolated from the human heart were found to produce predominantly smooth muscle cells but could be redirected to the cardiomyocyte fate by transient activation followed by inhibition of NOTCH signaling. NOTCH inhibition repressed MIR-143/145 expression, and blocked smooth muscle differentiation. Expression of the microRNAs is under control of CARMEN, a long noncoding RNA associated with an enhancer located in the MIR-143/145 locus and target of NOTCH signaling. The CARMEN/MIR-145/143 axis represents, therefore, a promising target to favor production of cardiomyocytes in cell replacement therapies.
potential, are typically expressed in a highly cell-and context-specific manner. LncRNAs are emerging, therefore, as master regulators of gene expression and important mediators of lineage-specific commitment during development (22, 23) . In the developing and adult hearts, lncRNAs are dynamically expressed and exert control of the cardiac gene regulatory network (24) (25) (26) . A growing body of evidence suggests that they could be pivotal during the pathophysiological response in the damaged heart (27, 28) . LncRNAs efficiently operate in cis, at the site of transcription, and in trans, at remote locations in the genome. In particular, lncRNAs, which are transcribed from active enhancers, contribute to neighboring gene activation via cis mechanisms (29, 30) . In this context, we recently identified CARMEN [(CAR)diac (M)esoderm (E)nhancer-associated (N)oncoding RNA], a lncRNA that is a crucial regulator of cardiac specification in human CPCs isolated from the fetal heart (31, 32) . Interestingly, CARMEN is templated from the NOTCH-responsive enhancer element within the MIR-143/145 locus. In the present study, we aimed at evaluating the cardiogenic potential of CPCs isolated from adult human hearts. We show that human clonogenic CPCs can be readily obtained from atrial appendages, expanded in vitro, and induced to differentiate into either smooth muscle cells or cardiomyocytes. This binary cell fate decision depends on the state of activation or inhibition of the NOTCH pathway. Activation of NOTCH signaling promotes adoption of a smooth muscle lineage, whereas sequential activation and inhibition favor cardiomyocyte specification. NOTCH signaling appears to target CARMEN in differentiating CPCs. More precisely, we demonstrated that a particular CARMEN isoform regulates commitment into the smooth muscle fate. Therefore, NOTCH inhibition, via down-regulation of the smooth muscle cell-specific isoform of CARMEN, represses MIR-143/145 expression, and forces CPCs to adopt a cardiomyocyte fate.
Methods

Culture of Human Adult CPCs
Human atrial appendages were obtained from male patients (35 to 90 years old) undergoing cardiac surgery through donation. The protocol received authorization from the University Hospital Ethics Committee and the Cantonal Ethics Committee on research involving humans. Tissues were minced and enzymatically digested in a buffer containing 0.45 mg/ml collagenase (Worthington Biochemical Corporation, Lakewood, New Jersey) and 1 mg/ml pancreatin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California) (Supplemental Figure 1A) . Following 24 hours in culture, cells that remained in suspension were discarded, and adherent cells were expanded in expansion medium (3:1 DMEM 1g/l glucose/Medium 199 [Invitrogen] supplemented with 10% horse serum [Serotec, Kidlington, United Kingdom], 5% fetal bovine serum [Serotec] , 100 U/ml penicillin [Invitrogen] , and 100 μg/ml streptomycin [Invitrogen] ). For inducing differentiation, cells were switched to MEM alpha (Invitrogen) containing 2% horse serum, 1 μmol/l dexamethasone (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri), 50 μg/ml ascorbic acid (Sigma-Aldrich), 10 mmol/l β-glycerophosphate (Sigma-Aldrich), 100 U/ml penicillin (Invitrogen), and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Invitrogen) (differentiation medium [33] ), and cultured for 2 to 3 weeks before analysis.
Experiments in SCID Neonates
Immunodeficient SCID mice (S/B6.CB17-PrKdc scid Ma SN1913, The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine) were used in cell transfer experiments. Animal experiments were approved by the Government Veterinary Office (Lausanne, Switzerland) and performed according to the guidelines from Directive 2010/63/EU of the European Parliament. Mice were maintained under specific pathogen-free conditions. CPCs were either not stimulated (None) or exposed to DLL1 for 24h. Cells (10 5 in 50 μl NaCl 0.09%) were injected into neonatal mice through the superficial temporal vein. Twenty-four hours post cell-injection, the test group was injected with DAPT [N-(N-(3,5-difluorophenacetyll)-L-alanyl)Sphenylglycine t-butyl ester] diluted in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (4 μl/g of body weight/ day), whereas the control group received DMSO only (No DAPT group) for 3 consecutive days. Twelve days post-injection, hearts were collected and embedded in optimal cutting temperature compound. To identify heart sections containing human cells, every second cryosection was collected for reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) detection of the human α-satellite chromosome (8 sections per PCR tube). Sections were digested with Proteinase K (Sigma-Aldrich) in Direct PCR Tail Buffer (Viagen Biotech, Los Angeles, California). DNA was amplified using Taq NEB (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, Massachusetts). The primers are described in the Supplemental Methods. Immunostaining directed against human LAMIN and α-ACTININ was performed. The surface of the LAMIN area was measured using confocal images and the ImageJ application (Version 1.50B, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland). Tridimensional volumes were reconstructed using IMARIS software (Version 7.7.1, Bitplane, Belfast, United Kingdom).
RNA Sequencing and Analysis
Total RNA was isolated from proliferating and differentiated CPCs using the RNeasy isolation kit (Qiagen, Valencia, California). Sequencing libraries were prepared according to Illumina RNA Seq library kit instructions with Poly(A) selection (Illumina, San Diego, California). Libraries were sequenced with the Illumina HiSeq2000 (2 × 100 bp).
Statistical Analysis
All data were collected from at least 3 independent experiments, performed in triplicate. Data throughout the paper are expressed as mean ± SEM. Data were processed using GraphPad Prism (version 7.00, GraphPad Software, La Jolla, California), and analyzed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to check for normal distribution. Analysis was performed using analysis of variance with post hoc Tukey test. For non-normally distributed data, Kruskal-Wallis analysis with the Dunn multiple comparison test were used, and median values were calculated. Values of p < 0.05 were considered significant.
For transcriptomic data, statistical analysis was performed in R version 3.0.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Raw counts were normalized using TMM (EdgeR, R version 3.4.0 [34] ) for genes with 1 count per million (cpm) in at least 1 sample. Log transformation was applied on the normalized counts using Voom function (limma package, R version 3.18.2 [35] ). Differential expression was computed with limma (36) , and a moderated t test was used for each comparison. Adjusted p values were computed by the Benjamini-Hochberg method, controlling for a false discovery rate. An expanded methods section is also available in the Supplemental Appendix.
Results
Characterization of Cardiac Precursor Cells Isolated from Adult Human Atrial Appendages
Human CPCs were isolated from right atrial appendages of male patients (35 to 86 years old) undergoing cardiac surgery (Supplemental Figure 1A) . Following expansion in vitro, we routinely obtained several 100 thousand cells from each biopsy (Supplemental Table 1 ). Cells could be stored frozen, thawed, and retained a proliferative capacity for more than 15 passages. We first measured the expression of markers of cardiac specification and differentiation by RT-PCR ( Figure 1A ). Under expansion conditions, these cells expressed early cardiac markers such as GATA4, NKX2.5, and MEF2C, but no markers of differentiated cardiomyocytes such as α-myosin heavy chain (MYH6), β-myosin heavy chain (MYH7), cardiac actin (ACTA), or cardiac troponin I (TNNI). We examined cell surface marker expression by flow cytometry ( Figure 1B ). The cells uniformly expressed mesenchymal stem cell markers such as CD73, CD90, and CD105, whereas endothelial and hematopoietic markers (CD31, CD34, CD45), CD117 (KIT), CXCR4, and CD140 (PDGFRα) were not expressed. A significant proportion expressed CD146, suggesting that they could derive from pericytes (37) . However, these cells did not express NG2, another pericyte marker. The characteristics of the isolated cells were further investigated by immunostaining. All cells were found positive for NKX2.5 ( Figure 1C ). In addition, NKX2.5-positive (NKX2.5 POS ) cells were MEF2C POS . The vast majority of NKX2.5 POS cells (73%) also expressed GATA4. Proliferation was examined using immunostaining directed against the proliferation markers Ki67 and phospho-Histone 3 (PH3). Respectively, 37% and 24% of NKX2.5 POS were found Ki67 POS and pH3 POS . Altogether, these data indicated that the isolated population was composed of proliferative CPCs from mesenchymal origin, which are referred throughout this paper as adult CPCs. Interestingly, adult CPCs exhibited similar characteristics as CPCs previously isolated from the human fetal heart, which were shown to produce fully differentiated cardiomyocytes (31) .
Human Adult CPCs Differentiate Primarily into Smooth Muscle Cells
To examine the potential of adult CPCs for producing a differentiated progeny, cells were exposed to a differentiation medium shown to induce robust cardiomyocyte differentiation in human fetal CPCs (31, 33) . Under these conditions, however, adult CPCs produce exclusively smooth muscle cells (Supplemental Figures 1B and 1C ). Three weeks after inducing differentiation, expression of smooth muscle myosin heavy chain (MYH11) was significantly increased. In addition, 80% of the cells were smooth muscle-myosin heavy chain (SM-MHC) POS by immunostaining, whereas <1% stained positive for the cardiomyocyte-specific marker α-ACTININ. Cardiac transcription factors (GATA4, MEF2C, NKX2.5) and differentiation markers (MYH6 and MYH7) were minimally induced. No endothelial cells were detected in differentiating cell cultures (data not shown). Therefore, adult CPCs displayed limited cardiogenic potential under these conditions, and differed markedly from fetal CPCs in their capacity to produce cardiomyocytes (31) . In order to investigate the underlying mechanisms controlling adult CPC differentiation, we first compared expression of various cardiac markers in adult vs. fetal CPCs under basal and differentiation conditions. Cardiac transcription factors (GATA4, MEF2C, NKX2.5, and TBX5) were significantly more expressed in fetal than in adult CPCs, suggesting that fetal CPCs are more committed to the cardiac lineage than adult CPCs (Supplemental Figure 1D) . Furthermore, MYH6 and MYH7 were significantly induced in fetal CPCs upon differentiation, whereas these genes were not activated in adult CPCs (Supplemental Figure  1E) . On the contrary, MYH11 expression was induced in adult CPCs during the differentiation process.
Notch Activation Stimulates Cardiac Transcription Factor Expression and Proliferation in Adult CPCs
Because of the role of the NOTCH pathway in cardiac precursor renewal and differentiation during development and in the adult heart, we measured expression of NOTCH receptors and ligands in fetal and adult CPCs (Supplemental Figure 2A) . Although expression of all NOTCH receptors was comparable between fetal and adult CPCs, NOTCH ligands, i.e., J1, J2, DLL1, DLL3, and DLL4 were significantly down-regulated in adult CPCs. The levels of HES1 and HEY1 were also significantly lower in adult CPCs, whereas HEY2 was more expressed. These results led us to postulate that activation of NOTCH signaling could contribute to sustaining cardiogenesis in fetal CPCs. Therefore, we investigated the possibility of restoring a cardiogenic potential in adult CPCs via manipulation of the NOTCH pathway. Adult CPCs were cultured on immobilized DLL1 ligand to activate NOTCH signaling (Supplemental Figure 2B ). The efficiency of this procedure was demonstrated using the hN1 reporter cell line, in which YFP expression is driven by N1ICD/ RBPJ (Supplemental Figure 2C ) (38) . Activation of NOTCH signaling in adult CPCs exposed to immobilized DLL1 was verified by the induction of HES1, HEY1, and HEY2 transcription (Supplemental Figure 2D ). This manipulation had no significant effect on expression of NOTCH receptors and ligands. Exposure to DLL1 markedly stimulated proliferation in adult CPCs as judged by expression of several genes encoding positive (CCND1, C-MYC, and PCNA) and negative (CDKI1A) regulators of the cell cycle (Supplemental Figure 2E) . Consistently, EdU (5-ethynyl-2′-deoxyuridine) incorporation was also higher in NOTCH-induced CPCs (Supplemental Figure 2F ). We next evaluated the impact of NOTCH stimulation in adult CPCs on the expression of cardiac transcription factors. DLL1-mediated NOTCH activation induced a marked expression of GATA4, NKX2.5, MEF2C, and TBX5 (Supplemental Figures 2G and 2H ). Importantly, exposure to DLL1 increased the number of NKX2.5 POS , GATA4 POS , MEF2C POS CPCs (Supplemental Figure 2I ).
Sequential Notch Activation and Inhibition in Adult CPCs Favors Differentiation into Cardiomyocytes
To investigate whether the increase in cardiac transcription factor expression following NOTCH activation restored a cardiogenic potential in adult CPCs, DLL1-stimulated CPCs were cultured under differentiation conditions. However, NOTCH-stimulated CPCs produced again exclusively smooth muscle cells ( Figures 1D [upper panel ] to 1F). Indeed, these cells demonstrated high MYH11 expression and no expression of cardiomyocyte markers such as MYH6 and MYH7. As a consequence, the vast majority of differentiated cells were SM-MHC POS , whereas none expressed α-ACTININ. The action of NOTCH as an inducer of cardiac commitment and proliferation is in accordance with previous observations in CPCs and immature cardiomyocytes (10, 14, 39, 40) . However, NOTCH also exerts inhibitory actions on terminal cardiac differentiation (10, 15, 40) . Therefore, while promoting CPC specification, NOTCH could at the same time block cardiomyocyte production from committed CPCs. To examine this possibility, adult CPCs were exposed to DLL1 and induced to differentiate in the presence of DAPT, an inhibitor of gamma secretase and thereby of the NOTCH pathway (Supplemental Figure 3A) . DAPT efficiently blocked NOTCH signaling during differentiation as judged by the blunted expression of NOTCH target genes in treated CPCs (Supplemental Figure 3B) . In sharp contrast to what was observed in the absence of DAPT, a marked expression of cardiac transcription factors and genes expressed in terminally differentiated cardiomyocytes were readily observed in NOTCH-inhibited CPCs, which therefore produced α-ACTININ POS cardiomyocytes and very few smooth muscle cells (Supplemental Figure 3C , Figures 1D to 1F ). Importantly, exposure to DLL1 was a prerequisite for restoring the cardiogenic potential in differentiating CPCs. Indeed, in the absence of this sensitization step, adult CPCs gave rise to smooth muscle cells even if treated with DAPT. These results underlined the importance of a transient NOTCH activation to promote cardiomyocyte specification. Moreover, we formally demonstrated the dependence on the NOTCH1 signaling pathway for specifying CPCs in the cardiomyocyte lineage by taking advantage of selective inhibitory antibodies directed against N1 (namely NRR1 [41] ). Specific blockade of NOTCH1-mediated pathways in differentiating DLL1-sensitized CPCs was sufficient for producing cardiomyocytes (Supplemental Figure 3D ). These experiments rules out nonspecific effects of DAPT in differentiating CPCs. Finally, it is important to note that CPCs exposed to a different NOTCH ligand, i.e., J1, were equally able to produce cardiomyocytes following NOTCH inhibition (Supplemental Figure 4) . However, J1-activated CPCs did not demonstrate increased proliferation. Therefore, DLL1 was chosen for further experiments.
Adult CPC-derived Cardiomyocytes Exhibit Functional Electrical Properties
To functionally characterize CPC-derived cardiomyocytes, we first measured expression of several calcium handling proteins ( Figure 2A ). Expression of the L-type calcium channel (CAV1.2), ryanodine receptor (RYR2), and sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase (SERCA2B) was induced in adult CPCs differentiating into cardiomyocytes. Marginal expression was observed in situations giving rise to smooth muscle cells. To evaluate whether differentiating CPCs exhibited electrophysiological properties, we assessed Ca 2+ signaling in resting and field-stimulated cells ( Figure 2B ). Under resting conditions or pacing (0.5 Hz), undifferentiated proliferating CPCs did not exhibit any calcium transients. Similarly, the 2 groups of differentiated cells did not show significant spontaneous calcium response. By contrast, electrical pacing triggered a marked and synchronized increase in cytosolic Ca 2+ in CPC-derived cardiomyocytes produced by exposure to DLL1 and the presence of DAPT during differentiation. These findings were consistent with cardiomyocytes exhibiting functional calcium-induced calcium release when electrically stimulated. These calcium signals appear to last longer than those present in fully differentiated cardiomyocytes, similar to observations made in differentiating induced pluripotent stem cells (42) . Although some calcium transients were detected in CPC-derived smooth muscle cells, the 2 differentiating populations differed markedly in their capacity to respond to electrical stimulation (Videos 1 and 2). Quantification of the response, as measured by determining the number of responding cells, amplitude of the calcium transients, and time to reach maximal Ca 2+ release, supported electrical competence in CPCderived cardiomyocytes as compared with smooth muscle cells ( Figure 2C ). These data demonstrated that the CPC-derived cardiomyocytes developed electrical properties similar to those of mature cardiomyocytes.
Adult Human CPCs Produce Cardiomyocytes In Vivo
To determine whether adult CPCs could produce cardiomyocytes in vivo, cells were injected into SCID mouse neonates intravenously. This protocol was previously demonstrated to result in significant engraftment and differentiation of CPCs in the post-natal heart (33). Cells were, therefore, either exposed or not to DLL1, and injected into neonatal mice, which then were administered with DAPT to favor cardiac differentiation (Supplemental Figure  5A ). Twelve days thereafter, hearts were sectioned entirely and analyzed to determine the degree of CPC engraftment and differentiation. We first used PCR to detect human satellite DNA in cryosections. Provided that CPCs were exposed to DLL1, DAPT treatment promoted engraftment as shown by the increased number of PCR-positive sections in the relevant group (Supplemental Figure 5B ). To further quantify engraftment and differentiation of human CPCs within the host myocardium, we performed immunostaining directed against human (h)LAMIN (human-specific antigen) and α-ACTININ (cardiac marker). Occasional undifferentiated human CPCs were detected in the hearts of mice receiving no DAPT ( Figure 2D ). Similarly, in mice treated with DAPT but injected with CPCs that were not exposed to DLL1, hLAMIN POS cells did not differentiated into cardiomyocytes (Supplemental Figure 5C ). Strikingly, in the group receiving DLL1-sensitized CPCs and treated with DAPT, large clusters of hLAMIN POS human cells expressing α-ACTININ were readily detected ( Figures 2D and 2E ). Quantification of hLAMIN area confirmed that numerous human cells engrafted in the mouse myocardium under these conditions ( Figure 2F ). To ascertain the degree of differentiation of CPC-derived cardiomyocytes, we performed confocal microcopy. Z-stack analysis across hLAMIN POS human cardiomyocytes confirmed colocalization of hLAMIN and α-ACTININ (Supplemental Figure 5D ). Sarcomeric organization confirmed that transferred CPCs gave rise to mature cardiomyocytes. Finally, we generated a tridimensional reconstruction of areas containing human cardiomyocytes, which supported functional integration of human cardiomyocytes in the mouse myocardium ( Figure 2G ). Altogether, these data indicated that NOTCH signaling could be modulated in vivo to enhance the specification of adult CPCs towards the cardiomyocyte fate.
Notch-Dependent MIR-143/145 Expression Controls Differentiation of Adult CPCs into Smooth Muscle Cells
Proliferation and differentiation of smooth muscle cells has been shown to be regulated by MIR-143/145 (20, 21) . We therefore measured MIR-143/145 expression in fetal and adult CPCs (Supplemental Figure 6A ). The expression levels of both microRNAs (miRNAs) were strongly down-regulated in fetal CPCs during spontaneous differentiation into cardiomyocytes. In sharp contrast, expression was markedly induced during differentiation of adult CPCs, consistent with their preferential commitment toward the smooth muscle cell Figure 3D ). We subsequently evaluated whether MIR-143/145 expression were sufficient to force CPCs to differentiate into smooth muscle cells. For this, CPCs were exposed to DLL1 and cultured in the presence of DAPT, a protocol inducing cardiomyocyte production (Supplemental Figure 6C) . Untransfected CPCs or CPCs transfected with a scrambled miRNA mimic demonstrated high MYH6 and MYH7, and low MYH11 expression, indicating that these cells differentiated into cardiomyocytes (Supplemental Figures 6D and 6E ). On the contrary, when CPCs were transfected with either a MIR-143 or a MIR-145 mimic, MIR-143/145 target genes were down-regulated, MYH6 and MYH7 expression was significantly blunted, and MYH11 expression was markedly induced,
showing that CPCs were redirected into the smooth muscle cell lineage. Altogether, these data indicated that MIR-143 and MIR-145 were indispensable for specifying adult CPCs into the smooth muscle fate. It further demonstrated that concomitant inhibition of the 2 miRNAs was sufficient to promote cardiogenesis in adult CPCs.
Binary Cell Fate Decision Between the Cardio-Myocyte and Smooth Muscle Cell Fates in Adult CPC Clones
In order to demonstrate the potential of individual CPCs to adopt a cardiomyocyte and a smooth muscle cell fate, we derived a series of clones from proliferating adult CPCs. Figure  4 depicts results obtained with 1 clone, representative of 15 sharing a similar phenotype in 3 independent experiments. This clone expressed cardiac transcription factors and demonstrated a surface phenotype identical to that observed for the bulk population ( Figures  4A and 4B ). Although CD140a (PDGFRα) and NG2 were not detected on the surface of the different clones, these populations expressed homogenously CD146, confirming their probable pericyte origin. Furthermore, all clones were found positive for NKX2.5, GATA4, and MEF2C, and maintain a high proliferative capacity. Importantly, provided that they were subjected to DLL1 and DAPT during differentiation, the clones produced large amounts of cardiomyocytes ( Figures 4D and 4E ). Cardiomyocytes stained positive for α-ACTININ, troponin I (TNNI), and myosin light chain 2v (MLC2V), showing their relative mature phenotype. Furthermore, spontaneous and evoked calcium transients demonstrated electrical competence ( Figure 4F ). The differentiated cells also responded to caffeine, suggesting that calcium-induced calcium release operated normally. In the absence of this sequential NOTCH activation and inhibition, these clones produced exclusively smooth muscle cells. These results demonstrated the bipotential of single adult CPCs to differentiate into either smooth muscle cells or cardiomyocytes.
CARMEN, an Enhancer-Associated lncRNA, Controls MIR-143/145 Expression and the Smooth Muscle Cell Fate in Adult CPCs
Using transcriptome profiling to identify lncRNAs that were differentially expressed in human fetal CPCs during differentiation into cardiomyocytes, we recently discovered CARMEN, an enhancer-associated lncRNA (32) . Importantly, CARMEN is located in the genome immediately upstream of MIR-143/145, and corresponds to the enhancer that has been shown to be the target of NOTCH signaling in smooth muscle cells (20, 32) . We therefore investigated whether CARMEN was implicated in lineage determination in adult CPCs. Ten different CARMEN isoforms have been identified. We thus named these isoforms CARMEN1 to 10 ( Figure 5A ). Primers were designed to measure individual expression of CARMEN1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. Specifically, we measured the expression of each isoform in differentiating fetal CPCs that gave rise to cardiomyocytes, and in adult clonal CPCs differentiating into either smooth muscle cells or cardiomyocytes ( Figure 5B ). In adult CPCs differentiating into smooth muscle cells, all CARMEN isoforms were either up-regulated or not modulated. By contrast, in fetal CPCs, a single isoform, CARMEN7, was significantly down-regulated during differentiation into cardiomyocytes. In addition, expression of all isoforms including CARMEN7 was abolished in adult CPCs subjected to sequential NOTCH activation and inhibition to promote a cardiomyocyte fate. In order to determine whether CARMEN7 and MIR-143/145 were indeed coregulated in adult CPCs, we measured their expression in different situations favoring the emergence of a smooth muscle cell or a cardiomyocyte lineage ( Figure 5C ). In adult CPCs producing smooth muscle cells, CARMEN7 and MIR-143/145 were highly expressed. As a consequence, KLF4 and ELK1 expression was minimal. By contrast, CARMEN7 and MIR-143/145 were Europe PMC Funders Author Manuscripts down-regulated in adult CPCs specified into the cardiomyocyte fate. In this case, the levels of KLF4 and ELK1 were elevated.
Targeting CARMEN7 Inhibits Smooth Muscle Commitment and Promotes a Cardiomyocyte Fate in Adult CPCs
Since a positive correlation existed between CARMEN7 and MIR-143/145 expression, we postulated that CARMEN7 could directly control MIR-143/145 expression via cis-acting regulation, a mechanism that is common for enhancer-derived lncRNAs (30, 43) . To test this hypothesis, we designed modified antisense oligonucleotides (GapmeRs) targeting either all CARMEN isoforms or specifically CARMEN7, that is, in the latter case, the unique exon that is specific of this particular isoform. Adult CPCs were induced to differentiate into smooth muscle cells (no DLL1 exposure, no DAPT), a situation in which all CARMEN isoforms are significantly expressed. Cells were in addition transfected with GapmeRs directed against either all CARMEN isoforms or uniquely CARMEN7. The experiment demonstrated that CARMEN7 was the only isoform specifically down-regulated by CARMEN7 GapmeRs, whereas the pan-CARMEN GapmeRs abolished expression of all isoforms (Supplemental Figure 7A ). We next used these 2 different GapmeRs to evaluate the significance of CARMEN7 in the regulation of the smooth muscle cell versus cardiomyocyte fate in differentiating adult CPCs. We first evaluated the effects of CARMEN7 blockade on expression of MIR-143/145 and their respective target genes. Specific CARMEN7 knockdown resulted in a marked down-regulation of MIR-143/145 expression, and a simultaneous up-regulation of ELK1 and KLF4 expression ( Figure 6A ).
The role of CARMEN7 in the adoption of a particular fate was then investigated in adult CPCs. CPC clones were therefore cultured under differentiating conditions after no or previous exposure to DLL1, and in the absence or presence of DAPT (Supplemental Figure  7B ). Cells were transfected with either control scrambled GapmeRs, GapmeRs targeting all CARMEN isoforms or CARMEN7-specific GapmeRs. Specification into the smooth muscle fate was completely blocked by GapmeRs directed against either all CARMEN isoforms or CARMEN7, as judged in particular by the down-regulation of MYH11 expression and the marked decrease in the number of SM-MHC POS cells in all experimental conditions ( Figures  6B and 6C ). These findings confirmed the dependence of the smooth muscle lineage on CARMEN7 expression. The 2 GapmeRs alone did not, however, impact significantly cardiogenesis. Indeed, in transfected CPCs that were not exposed to DLL1 and not cultured in DAPT-containing medium, MYH6 and MYH7 expression was not different than under controlled conditions. Nevertheless, CARMEN knockdown strikingly reinforce the cardiogenic program in committed cells. Large amounts of cardiomyocytes were detected in this case. Specifically, up to 60% of CPC clones adopted a cardiomyocyte fate. In particular, these cells demonstrated expression of the cardiac proteins α-ACTININ, TNNI, and myosin light chain 2 (MLC2V) ( Figure 6C ). Moreover, most of the cells are characterized by the presence of organized sarcomeres.
Gene Regulatory Network Controlling CPC Differentiation
In order to elucidate the transcriptional events associated with CPC differentiation, we profiled the transcriptome using RNA sequencing in differentiating fetal and adult CPCs Table 2 ). We first performed a principal component analysis of all genes significantly modulated in either CPCs differentiating into cardiomyocytes or CPCs differentiating into smooth muscle cells (adjusted p value <0.05) ( Figure 7A ). Ninety-one percent of total variation can be attributed to the first 2 principal components. Strikingly, proliferating undifferentiated fetal and adult CPCs clustered together, consistent with the notion that these cells demonstrated a similar phenotype, and giving further support to previous analysis of surface marker expression (Figure 1) (31) . In sharp contrast, differentiated fetal and adult CPCs clearly differed in this analysis, in accordance with their respective capacity to produce either cardiomyocytes or smooth muscle cells. However, adult CPCs exposed to DLL1 and induced to differentiate in the presence of DAPT, that is, producing cardiomyocytes, showed a shift along the PC1 and PC2 axes, and were similar to fetal CPC-derived cardiomyocytes. Hierarchical clustering confirmed that proliferating CPCs from fetal and adult hearts share an identical transcriptional signature ( Figure 7B, 2nd and 3rd columns) . Clustering analysis then demonstrated that genes activated in each situations giving rise to cardiomyocytes were down-regulated during differentiation into smooth muscle cells. Differentiation into cardiomyocytes was associated with relevant gene ontology (GO) terms and networks, such as cardiac development and morphogenesis, coupled to activation of specific cardiogenic pathways implicating important modulators of cardiogenesis, in particular NOTCH, WNT, BMP, FGF, and TGFβ (Clusters 3 and 4). Conversely, adult CPCs differentiating into smooth muscle cells expressed a transcriptional program associated with blood vessel development (Cluster 1).
In order to define a core transcriptional program controlling differentiation into cardiomyocytes, we first identified genes commonly modulated during fetal CPC differentiation and during differentiation of adult CPCs exposed to DLL1 and DAPT. Genes that were differentially expressed in adult CPCs differentiating into smooth muscle cells were subtracted from those that were common to both datasets ( Figure 7C ). We next determined GO category enrichment for up-and down-regulated genes. GO terms and networks associated with up-regulated genes (112 genes) were representative of cardiac differentiation and morphogenesis, and muscle contraction. On the contrary, negatively modulated genes (37 genes) were associated with smooth muscle cell differentiation, blood vessel morphogenesis, and angiogenesis. We also analyzed GO categories in up-and downregulated genes, which were found uniquely modulated in adult CPCs differentiating into smooth muscle cells. Consistently, we found that up-regulated genes (569 genes) were associated with GO terms defining development of blood vessels. Interestingly, downregulated genes (722 genes) were implicated primarily in neurogenesis.
To identify processes under control of NOTCH signaling, we next compared adult CPCs induced to differentiate following DLL1 exposure in the absence or presence of DAPT (Supplemental Figure 8A ). GO term enrichment in genes that were up-and down-regulated exclusively in DLL1-sensitized CPCs cultured in DAPT-containing medium were determined. As expected, up-regulated genes (359 genes) were found to be implicated in cardiac development. Consistent with a control of smooth muscle cell differentiation by NOTCH-mediated expression of MIR-143/145, down-regulated genes (98 genes) were associated with blood vessel morphogenesis. Importantly, neurogenesis was also a prime Figure 8B) . Up-regulated genes (258 genes) were involved in cardiac muscle differentiation. This is in accordance with the transcriptional signature observed in the hierarchical clustering analysis ( Figure 7B ). Indeed, DLL1-activated adult CPCs treated with GapmeRs targeting CARMEN produced a signature similar to that of cardiogenic cells despite the fact that CARMEN-depleted adult CPCs produced smooth muscle cells. CARMEN down-regulation appeared to favor, therefore, the emergence of a cardiogenic program, even if not sufficient to redirect CPCs into a cardiomyocyte fate.
Several important factors and transcriptional regulators were identified among the top modulated genes in cardiogenic CPCs. We confirmed their differential expression in various situations by quantitative RT-PCR (Supplemental Figure 8C) . In particular, HOPX, a transcription factor implicated in cardiomyocyte proliferation and differentiation, was markedly up-regulated (44) . Hopx was recently shown to control cardiogenic commitment of cardiovascular progenitors in the developing mouse heart (45) . Specifically, Hopx acts as a co-repressor in the BMP4 signaling pathway to modulate WNT and promote cardiogenesis. BMP2 and BMP4 expression were indeed induced in CPCs differentiating into cardiomyocytes. In addition, several WNT ligands were modulated, in particular WNT5A and WNT11, demonstrating a pattern of expression known to favor cardiogenic differentiation in cardiac progenitors (46) . Key transcription factors playing crucial roles in cardiogenesis were found also up-regulated in adult CPCs giving rise to cardiomyocytes, such as ISL1, IRX1, IRX2, and IRX4 (4, 47) . Finally, to identify potential factors regulating specification into cardiomyocytes, we performed a predictive analysis of upstream regulators using the gene set common to fetal and adult CPCs producing cardiomyocytes ( Figure 7C , Supplemental Table 3 ). Among cytokines and growth factors that were predicted to regulate cardiogenic commitment, several factors were involved in cardiomyocyte differentiation and maintenance of cell identity, such as BMP4, FGF2, and CXCL12 (33, 48, 49) , and as inducers of cell division in cardiac myocytes such as neuregulin (NRG1), oncostatin M (OSM), and interleukin (IL)13 (50, 51) .
Discussion
The rate of cardiomyocyte renewal in the adult mammalian heart is low, and not sufficient to replenish the heart with newly formed myocytes following injury (2). The reasons for this relative incapacity of the heart to induce effective regeneration are still obscure. Many laboratories have identified various kinds of CPCs, which demonstrate ability to generate cardiomyocytes in vitro (3, 4) . However, these cells usually have a poor capacity to produce a functional myocardium in vivo. In the present study, we have isolated a subpopulation of multipotent clonogenic CPCs from human atrial appendages. These cells demonstrate a unique pattern of surface marker expression. Indeed, CPC clones express uniformly CD73, CD90, and CD105, which characterize these cells as multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells.
In addition, the expression of CD146 suggest a possible pericyte origin (37) . By contrast, clones express neither NG2 nor PDGFRα (CD140a). Cardiac-resident mesenchymal 
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Europe PMC Funders Author Manuscripts stromal cells that occupy a perivascular adventitial niche have been described (52) . However, these cells express PDFGRα, contrary to the adult CPCs described in our study. Moreover, this also distinguishes them from pericytes recently isolated from human ventricles (53) . Finally, these cells do not express CD117, CD31, CD34, CD45, and CXCR4. More importantly, human adult CPCs coexpressed NKX2.5, GATA4, and MEF2C. Furthermore, cardiac transcription factors such as TBX5 and HAND2 are up-regulated in CPCs differentiating into cardiomyocytes. In the normal heart, 25% of resident cardiac nonmyocyte cells were found to be positive for GATA4, MEF2C, and TBX5 (54) . Interestingly, forced expression of cardiac transcription factors, in combination with activators of Wnt and JAK/STAT signaling, was able to reprogram cardiac non-myocyte cells into cardiac progenitors, and finally, relatively mature cardiomyocytes (55) (56) (57) . Nevertheless, intrinsic pre-specification in vivo is not sufficient, and cardiogenic non-myocyte cells do not contribute new cardiomyocytes post-myocardial infarction (54) . The reason why prespecified cells do not spontaneously complete cardiogenic differentiation is currently unknown. However, our results provide a possible scenario. It appears that adult CPCs preferentially produce smooth muscle cells over cardiomyocytes. This is in line with observations suggesting that increased perfusion more than de novo cardiogenesis produces beneficial effects in cell therapy for heart disease. Moreover, paracrine factors released from the transferred cells are thought to stimulate angiogenesis and promote repair in the injured heart (58). Therefore, reprogramming toward the cardiomyocyte fate might be needed in order to reveal the full potential of adult CPCs in vivo. Sequential activation and inhibition of NOTCH signaling is sufficient to redirect CPCs from a default smooth muscle commitment to a differentiation into cardiomyocytes. Importantly, results using clonal CPC populations formally demonstrate their capacity for development in either of 2, apparently mutually exclusive, lineages. Prior activation of NOTCH signaling via exposure to NOTCH ligand is a prerequisite for revealing the dormant capacity of CPCs to produce cardiomyocytes. The NOTCH pathway has been shown to promote CPC commitment and expansion in the developing and postnatal hearts (9, 17, 18) . Accordingly, we show that key cardiac transcription factors such as NKX2.5, GATA4, MEF2C, and TBX5 are up-regulated in human adult CPCs exposed to DLL1, and proliferation is stimulated. This is also reminiscent of a situation observed in the heart of transgenic mice overexpressing Jagged1, in which the number of NKX2.5-positive CPCs is significantly increased (14) . Of note, NOTCH also stimulates proliferation in immature cardiomyocytes (39, 40) . Moreover, in embryonic stem cells and in undifferentiated precursors, NOTCH is known to inhibit cardiogenesis and maturation (10, 15) . Our observation supports, therefore, the notion that NOTCH activates a cardiogenic program in adult CPCs while preventing terminal differentiation to promote expansion. In addition, one target of NOTCH signaling in adult CPCs is the locus encoding MIR-143/145, 2 miRNAs that are known to promote smooth muscle differentiation (20, 21) . Therefore, NOTCH activates simultaneously a smooth muscle cell program. As a consequence, NOTCH inhibition is, on one hand, mandatory for alleviating the inhibitory action of NOTCH on cardiogenesis and, on the other hand, for blocking the activation of the smooth muscle program.
In the MIR-143/145 locus, NOTCH activates a proximal enhancer element that is associated with different isoforms of an enhancer-associated lncRNA. We recently named this (20, 32) . Enhancers are cis-regulatory genomic elements that integrate chromatin state transitions to elicit appropriate transcriptional and cellular responses. In recent years, it has become evident that pervasive transcription occurs at active enhancer sequences during different cellular contexts, in particular during specification and differentiation (29, 30) . Interestingly, the vast majority of differentially modulated heartenriched lncRNAs following myocardial infarction were derived from active enhancers (24, 27) . Enhancer-associated lncRNAs activate target gene expression primarily via cis mechanisms involving chromatin looping between the enhancer sequences and their target genes within neighboring or distal domains (30, 43) . Several studies, including ours, demonstrated that degradation of particular enhancer-associated lncRNAs is sufficient to reduce expression of their target coding genes (24, 27) . In the present study, we show that specification toward the smooth muscle cell fate in adult CPCs depends on CARMEN expression. More specifically, among the different CARMEN isoforms that are produced upon enhancer activation, CARMEN7 is of crucial importance. These cells engraft in the mouse post-natal heart and form structures that appear functionally integrated in the host myocardium. These findings indicate that the atrial appendage-derived CPCs described in the present study could represent a valuable source of precursors in cell replacement therapy for heart disease. Provided that NOTCH is inhibited following CPC injection into the damaged myocardium, cardiomyocytes could be produced at the site of injury. In this regard, although unspecific γ-secretase inhibitors can produce toxicity in vivo, in particular in the gut, this difficulty can be overcome using selective blockers of NOTCH receptor paralogs (41) . We have indeed tested this possibility, and demonstrated that NRR1 antibodies can substitute for DAPT during production of CPC-derived cardiomyocytes. Finally, we recently demonstrated that CARMEN is induced in human cardiac pathologies and in mouse models of cardiac disease (32) . In this context, it would be interesting to evaluate whether manipulation of endogenous cardiogenic mesenchymal precursors in vivo via modulation of the NOTCH-CARMEN-MIR-143/145 axis is able to favor cardiomyocyte renewal in the damaged heart, and promotes true heart regeneration.
Conclusions and Limitations
With the advent of reprogramming technologies, a novel approach to regeneration has emerged. In the context of our study, reprogramming particularly pertains to the controlled differentiation of CPCs into specific cardiac cells. Our study demonstrates that the subclass of lncRNAs that are associated to enhancer sequences can be manipulated to specify human CPCs into particular fates. Moreover, our findings suggest that the different lncRNA isoforms, produced by a single locus, regulate distinct gene programs, producing therefore diverse cellular responses. LncRNA isoform-specific effects certainly warrant further investigation. Altogether, these findings open new perspectives for the treatment of heart disease, and more specifically in cell replacement therapies. Several points should be however considered. MIR-143/145 are most likely not the sole targets of CARMEN transcripts. Within the frame of our study, we have not investigated trans mechanisms of actions. LncRNAs are known to regulate gene transcription at remote locations in the genome, different from their own site of transcription. In addition, LncRNAs can translocated into the cytoplasm whether they can associate with specific modulators of cell identity and behavior. Furthermore, NOTCH signaling exerts also a variety of actions that should be investigated. This integrated network implicating a signaling pathway, lncRNAs and miRNAs provide nevertheless a fascinating example of the complexity of the molecular mechanisms that regulate cell plasticity in organs such as the heart.
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Highlights
• Human CPCs produce predominantly smooth muscle cells.
• CPCs can be redirected to the cardiomyocyte fate by transient activation followed by inhibition of NOTCH signaling.
• Inhibition of NOTCH signaling during differentiation represses MIR-143/145 expression and blocks smooth muscle differentiation.
• Expression of the microRNAs is under control of CARMEN, a long noncoding RNA associated with an enhancer located in the MIR-143/145 locus and target of NOTCH signaling.
• The CARMEN/MIR-145/143 locus represents a promising therapeutic target to favor production of cardiomyocytes in cell replacement therapies. 
Perspectives
Competency in Medical Knowledge
Cellular replacement therapies for heart disease represent promising therapeutic approaches. However, even if improvement in cardiac function is sometime observed, the generation of a new myocardium in the human heart has never been demonstrated. This has been attributed to a relative incapacity of cardiac precursor cells to produce cardiomyocytes. Long noncoding (lnc) RNAs are emerging as master regulator of cell specification and differentiation. Within this context, these molecules play crucial roles in generating cell-specific programs, which regulate cell identity. These properties can be utilized to program precursor cells to adopt a cardiomyocyte fate.
Translational Outlook
Future research should take advantage of the high potential of lncRNAs to regulate cellspecific patterns of gene expression to control the fate of precursor cells used in cell therapies and improved cardiomyocyte production in the damaged heart. differentiating into smooth muscle cells (green), and adult CPCs differentiating into cardiomyocytes following exposure to DLL1 and DAPT treatment (pink). Gene ontology terms and biological processes annotated by Gene Go are indicated for sets of genes common to cells differentiating into cardiomyocytes, and for set of genes unique to cells differentiating into smooth muscle cells. Abbreviations as in Figure 1 .
